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. _Workers' Comp -

Legal Right or Social Welfare? 

provements to workers' compen
sation plans is being replaced by fuz. 
zy and confused proposals about 
social responsibility. 

· It is felt, and very pr�perly, that in · issue, and, at its base, a political and
many coses the imperfect protection economic issue. Just as any other .
afforded to workmen is simply a owner of a commodity is entitled to 
question of money, and there is no restitution, by legal , right, if 
reason. why· the employer's profit someone damages or_ destroys that 
should prevail against the em. commodity before its sale, so too a An Historical Compromise 
ployees'injury. ·· . worker's commodity of labour The present system of workers' com
Editorial, Toronto Globe and Mail, power has to be protedted as a pen sation is the result of a 

. . February 25, 1886. right, from damage or destruction, Com.mission of Enquiry held during 
- - This principle is based on the the years 1910 - 1913 by the Chief 

On December ,19, 197�, Mini$ter of recognition of the responsibility of Justice of Ontario, Sir William R. 
L�bour Robert Elgie tabled a report one class,: employers, for injuries Meredith. His • recommendations 
in the Ontario L�gislature. The done to another, employees. . . formed the basis of the Workmen s

, report, which was written by the In order to understand the present Compensation Act which received IWorkmen's Compensation Board 
I 

struggle, it is necessary to review the royal assent on·, ironically, Mayday · 
administrators ·and· has become historical roots of workers' compen- of 1914. Since that time, workers' 
known as the Grey Paper, followed a sation. Workers' compensation is compensation . has changed 
trend, which first appeared in -------------- remarkably little. The principles 
Saskatchewan,' towards fundamen- Meredith worked with clearly 
tally altering the workers' compen� With the publication of recognized that he was dealing with 
sation systems of Canada. Un- the Weiler Report the two antagonistic cl:mes. He 
derlying the recommendations of the designed the system as a compromise 
Grey Paper is an attack on workers' • dismantling of workers' - workers got certain benefits by
compensation as a worker's right. compensation in Ontario, giving up certain rights; employers 

Early in 1980, Paul Weiler, for- 1 , . h got certain protections but were for-
mer chairperson of the British as a wor cer 5 ng t, · ced to take fin:mcial responsibility.
Columbia Labour Relations Board . has_begun. Prior to 1910, workers occupied
and currently law professor a.t Har- ______________ an anomalous position with regard
vard, was appointed to study and to the 'right' to recover damages
make recommendations on. changes firmly based on the concept, that an from an employer. While common 
in workers' compensation in On- employer is responsible for injuries law principles generally held that 
tarlo. His interim report was made or disease suffered by worke.rs on the one person should be held finan
public on November 18, 1980. In it is job. This concept has been a growing cially responsibl�}or an injury inflic
justification for all the recommen- 1 ·source of embarrassment to ernploy- ted upon another, this principle did 
dations of the Grey Paper. With · ers, the government and the Work- not apply to the worker/boss 
minor exceptions, none of the men's Compensation Boards. As the relationship. ln 1886, the Work
recommendations of labour and in- state, in the current era of social ser- men ·s Com,pensation for lnjuries Act

jured workers were adopted. With vice cutbacks, turns its fiscal scissors attempted to solve this contrndic-
1 the publication of the Weiler Report · on the WCB, the concept of em- tion. But, rather than alleviating it, 

the dismantling of workers' compen- ployer responsibility is being moved the Act emphasized the class basis of 
sation in Ontario, as a worker's quietly_ to the background. Employ- common law rights and, far from 
right, has begun. In its place is being ers are being let off easy - no allowing equal aci;ess to those rights, 
erected a far inferior system justified penalties, little supervision and the ' the Act entrenched the 
in the name of social welfare and prospect of eliminating assessments disc rimination against injured 

. based on exculpating capital for the altogether. Employer's responsibility workers. Section 3 of the Act stated 
injuries it inflicts on labour. is being replaced with the belief that that a worker would 'h:ive the same 

1 Despite the. 'human interest' injuries to workers are the respon- right of compensation and remedies 
horror stories which crop up in the' 1 sibility of society at large and should · against the employer as ij the work-

- media from time to time, workers' be covered - by the general social man had not been a workm:in of,
compensation is not just a moral or wel�are system. At the same ti�e, [ nor in the ·se�ice ?f the ei;nployer,
humanitarian issue. It is a leg?! action on much needed 1m• nor engaged rn his work. A sue-
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cessful �pplicatio� �nder 'th� Act' 
would -be:'.one which allowed a 
:worker to tra.riscend his/her class as a 
worker. �-;•', ,- . 

In addition to entren�hing-, this 
contradiction" there were limitations 
of recovery extended· to workers, 
plus a variety of potent defences 
available, to employers .. - Never
theless, as Ontario entered the twen
tieth century; juries began to decide 
more and more in the injured 
worker's favour (although often 
over-ru�ed by judges). It was at this 
point of crisis that the Meredith 
enquiry was established. It should be 
stressed, however, that while em
ployers were becoming mare and 
more unhappy with the limited but 
increasing success of workers under 
the '86 Act, it was workers and their 

· o·rganizations who were the .main
motive.ting force behind Meredith's
appointment. The '86 Act, although
providing some victories, . was still
extremely prohibitive.

Meredith had been leader of the
Ontario Conservatives. In 1885,
while in opposition, he had in
troduced a bill which spurred the
Liberal government to pass the
Workmen's CompenS'ation for In
jurie.c; Act in 1886. With his appoint•
ment to head the Commission of

Employers' responsibility 
is being replace� with the 
· belief that injuries to . ·· · 
· · workers are the·:·· 

: responsibility of society .'. 
at large: .=

t:nquiry in 1910, · Meredith was 
faced with the task of reconciling the 
blatant class conflict surrounding 
responsibility for workplace injuries. 
His solution was to grant several 
major- concessions to labour: 
worker's compensation became a 
legislated right, employers were 
required to pay all costs, there wa.s 
no need to determine liability and 
payments were to be immediate and 
secure. 

While much of this was strongly 
opposed by business (as might be 
imagined} these concessions were 
made at the expense of significant 
trade-offs. Workers lost completely 
their limited but growing access to 
the courts; the precedent was set 
thnt compensation would COVf:r only 
'impairment of earning capacity' 
(thereby exc1uding · 'pain and suf. 
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of common-law suits-) and ad
ministration was turned over to a 
body even less independent than the 
judiciary. The gains were significant 
for their times but have ·remained 
frozen now for over sixty-five years. 

Meredith created a sophisticated 
piece of legislation. While the Act 
was a: good deal more generous to 
labour than business· would have 
liked, it was' actually a piece of 
enlightened and far-sighlei;i self
interest on the part- of tli!:!. ruling 
class. By separating workplace in
jury and disease from its drive for 
common law equnlity, and diverting 
it Lnto an isolated cul-de-sac where it 
would stagnate for sixty-five years, 
Meredith effectively removed 
worlcer:s· compensation· from the 
mainstTeam of demands made on 
capital by labour. But a corollary of 
this isolation has meant that, up to 
now, it has not been possible for 
business, and government represen
ting business, to transform a- Tight 
based on employers' responsibility 
won through bitter class struggle,in
to a social welfare benefit based on 
'society's ability to pay." ,:,; 

Nevertheless, the one aspect of 
Meredith's enquiry which it Is 

. , . -



crucial to maintain, is the concept 
that workers' 'compensation was an 
implicit acknowledgrpent of the 
responsibility of business. Meredith 
found employers guilty of causing 
bodily harm to workers, and ordered 
~hat employers alone make 
restitution. Given the social con
dition of the day, this was a step 
forward and established an impor• 
tant principle. This principle is 
essential to maintain if we are to see 
significant improvements in - the 
future. It is understandable that 
labour in 1910 was more concerned 
with fighting the attacks of business 
on the fronts of who would pay, how 
much would be paid, how long it 
would be, paid, etc. than .wJth 
worrying about the potential attacks 
of business in 1980. Nevertheless 
this historical compromise agreed t~ 
by labour is one which must be seen 
es a compromise, and therefore short 
of what was, and is. needed. As one 
worker testified to Meredith, .. we· 
regard it (compensation), speaking 
as a union, as the thin edge of the 
wedge, and I have no hesitation 
right here in saying that we intend to 
demand .' • • . • all vie think we can 
possibly geV' 

The Welfaris.o.tion Trend 
In more recent times, the role of the 
government has- been to place. 
workers' compensation in a different 
category. By 1978, with the Wyatt 
Report, the thrust towards 
'welforisation' was clearly apparent. 
The focus has moved towards the 
evaluation of 'need' in terms of a 
vague concept of social . respon• 
sibility. In the eyes of the authors of 
the Wyatt Report it is no longer a 
question of employer versus em. 
ployee. We now have the trium. 
vinte of employer, employee and 

·soctALISH OF lt-lE WORST 
KIND'~( SCREAMED ~E. 
CANADIAN MANUFACTURER; 
AS~OCIATIOJ\l. 

A MAJOR. B~R.OU~ 
WAS· ACI-HE.VE.D IN 1915 
IN ONTARIO M-lEN A 
GOVERNHENT COHDEN• 

5Ai10N /:JO' CAHE 
INTO . !::FFEC.T. 

1UE VICTORY 
UELPED CONVINCE 
1UE UNIC>N RANI'-. 
AND RL.E 
11.J.EIR. HOVEHE~T 
1-lAD A FUiURE.. 

l'l,1'f 
society at large. So-called societal at. r--------------,--------------1 
titudes now become the justification 
for what is essentially support for 
restrictions in compensation. 
'Society' is concerned that injured 
workers receive compensation for in
jury when there is no apparent wage 
loss. 'Society' is concerned that costs 
of business should not go up because 
of compensation costs. The analysis 
is a simplistic and mechanistic con
ception of . society's 'self
interestedness' which is remarkably 
Hice that of employers• own self. 
interest. Lost in the shuffle is the 
worker's clear identification with 
the work process and of an injury 
arising from his/her participation in 
the reproduction of . profit for 
someone else. Also lost is the idea, 

founded in the common law system, 
that a worker has a right to be com
pensated by his/her employer, the 
source of the injury. The respon
sibility which Meredith clearly iden
tified as belonging to employers is 
placed in the background and 
decried as uneconomical. 

Welfarisin is based on the assump
tion that society at large hn.s an ob
ligation to provide for those who 
cannot provide for themselves. 
Programmes were developed 
through the state (because no legal 
remedy existed) to protect the sick, 
the handicapped e.nd the aged. Fun
damental to welfarism is the belief 
that the c1rnse of _the disadvantage
ment is not attributable to any per• 
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- son or perso~. actions, but is the 
product of society's inability to over
come social and economic disorders. 
This is not the situation with wor• 

. kers' compensation. An injured 
worker's inability to work is directly 
and clearly attributable to his/her 
work. Every aspect of workers' com
pensation is defined in relation to 
ability to work. 

The employer's responsibility to 
the injured worker derives from the 
control he has over the workplace 
nnd from the profit he accumulated 
from the workers' labour. In fact, in 
discussions over Meredith's Bill, em
ployers admitted to their 'obligation 

• to the public in keeping the work• 
man from dependence on charity.' It 
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Lost is the idea that a 
worker has a right to be 

compensated by his or her 
employer, the source of_ 

the injury. · 

of the problem; Througho1;1t the last 
couple of decades there has been 
a growing awareness by labour of 
the incredible toll which the work
place is taking on the health and 
safety of those who work. There 
is an appreciation that thou
sands of the chemicals and sub
stances used in work processes are 
toxit: to those handling them and 
that e~ployers are actively fighting 
against adequate regulation and 
control in keeping with the new 
business offensive under the catch
word 'deregulation.' Workers know 
that employer~, with the assistance 
of the state, have for years covered 
up this threat to workers' health and 
safety by suppressing information. 
They have seen employers viciously 
challenging attempts by workers to 
get compensation. and to make the 
work place safer. 

is not just a question of who can pay 
the shot. It is also a question of who 
can prevent accidents and for whose 
benefit was the work being done? 
The present arguments which try so 
hard to pin blame for injuries on the 
workers themselves, and which feed 
the so called societal attitudes, are a 
crude and selfserving expression of 
class bias. Not only are the argumen
ts not true but, in addition, they 
mislead a.~ to the.-relationship be
tween employer a'nd employee. 

Recent amendments in Saskat
chewan have been the first moves in 
Canada in the direction of 
welfarising compensation. While os
tensibly reinforcing _the income 
maintenaQce thrust of workers· 
compensation, the Saskatchewan 
Act gives a large discretion to the 
WCB. The legislation speaks of dif
ferences· between wages before and 
wages after an accident, but permits 
the Saskatchewan WCB to deter
mine whether the post accident
wages result from the injury, or 
from extraneous factors such as 
high unemployment, motivation 
problems, etc. Compensation pays 
only for that which is the narrow, 
immediate and obvious result of the 
injury and the WCB decides, depen
ding on the prevalent_ economic 
situation, how liberally or conser
vatively this is interpreted. In terms 
of benefits, the employee/injured 
worker's responsibility is increased. 
Helshe has to find the right job at the 
right time. No obligation is placed 
on employers to hire injured workers 
or even to make sure they rehire 
those workers whom they injure. 
Monetary disincen_tives such as 
reducing benefits are used to en
courage lniured workers to return to 
work but no disincentive ls used to 
force the employer to. hire. · 

Employers and the state are set to 
compromise again. But, in contrast 
to 1914 when real gains were made 
by workers, this compromise is based 
on the false premise of social respon
sibility which is perverted to cover 
up the responsibility of- capital. It 
shifts the responsibility to society at 
large, and, in doing so, justifies em
ployers continuing as they always 
have done. 

And the apologists of this com-· 
promise cover over this by devising 
arguments to show that the system 
cannot , make employers pay; costs 
will qnly be transferred to workers 
and to consumers (because the state 
will do nothing to stop it) and so we 
must accept their 'social .responsi
bility.' 

The Demise of Employer 
Responsibility 

The welfarisation of compen
sation is designed to remove workers' 
compensation from interfering with 
employer's profits by putting respon
sibility for injured workers on 
society at large. 

The result of this approach is to 
emasculate workers' drive for im
provements in compensation for in
juries at work by masklng the class 
contradictions which lie at the root 

How is the employer's responsibility 
for those injured .at work being re
duced? Traditionally employers pay 
for compensation through 
assessments, based on payroll. As an 
added inducement, and in recog
nition of the employer's control over_ 
the workplace, compensation acts 
provide for penalties against those 
employers with bad s!lfety records. 
Rather than increasing assessments 
or imposing stiff penalties, the 
recent history of '3/CB administra• 
tions shows that there is a growing 
trend towards financing compensa
tion through investment income. 
Ontario's WCB is a major investor of 
capital-the thirty-first largest fin
ancial institution in Canada-and, 
excluding banks and insurance com
panies, operates one of the top half 
dozen investment funds in the coun-
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Andrew Vaisius 
responsible 

who is responsible 
for sadness 
coming os it does 
u crumb dropped from 
n piece of bread 
& laying on your knee 
bottlecnps grinning on the tnb]e 
washrag lnughing in the sink 
a timetnble made by·gulls 
wheeling in riotous 
scavenge 

while pnncakes are flipped 
on the griddle in ,mother }louse 
cars st11ck-up on expressways 
In newyorlc: 
and the world wnkes in stages 
to rndio jive - ._ 
snow 

hent 
r11ts 

hungry hungry rats 

do you know 
in beTWyn illinois usa 
the drunks file out 
to the streets 
for one hour 
while the bars are closed 
to mop the vomit 
and on the curb 
the drunks hold conference 
& decide garbagemen • 
are responsible 
for sunrise 
the growling yellow truck 
at five 
is god 



The attitude ·of the WCB 
is that compensation 
is cheap insurance for · 

employers and the Board's 
role is to make it cheaper. 

try. In September 1979, the invest. 
ment portfolio was worth more than. 
$1.3 billion and returned over $120 
million in 1979 or 17 .3 percent of all · 
Board income. In 1971, only· four 
percent of the Board'.s total income 
came from investments. This invest
ment income is being used to reduce 
employers' payments and not to im
prove benefits or services to disabled 
workers. 1n 1978, there was an eight 
per cent reduction in employer 
assessments, even though there was 
no drop in claims.· 10 addition, there 
are almost no penalties for employ• 
ers with poor accident records. The 
attitude of the WCB is that com'pen
sation is cheap insurance for employ
ers and the Board's role is to make it 
'cheaper:· 

In the face of inadequ·ate legisla
tion to control the workplace from 
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outside,' the one incentive within in~ welfarisati~n of workers' compensa
d ustry-higher employer assess- tion is being carried out is frighten
ments-is being reduced to a licence ing, The intense awareness or ttie 
fee. Instead of strengthening pen alt)• struggle between clearly opposed in
provisions, the drive is to eliminate terests is being attacked by people 
them. . like Professor Weiler who advocates 

Huge amounts are being spent by a classless analysis of the problems 
governments to promote 'Quality of which, in the end, blatantly benefits 
Working Life' schemes but next to only one class, capital. His study of 
nothing is directed towards hiring the workers' compensation system in 
the injured and disabled. Jobs are Ontario becomes an instrument to 
not modified for the injured; em- deflect dissent so that employers can 
ployers are notoriously unwilling continue, basically unhindered, in 
-and have no responsibility-to their ever-growing efforts to shift 
hire the disabled and yet the amount responsibility to 'so_ciety.' 
an injured worker is compensated is If they take away employers' res
tied to his or her ability to do suit- ponsibility for the injuries inflicted 
able work-whether 'such work is on their workers, what remains is 
available or not. . what the WCB has always told in-

1981, the International Year of jured workers who are cut off bene
the Disabled, will no doubt see some fits, 'Go on welfare ·• 
token projects undertaken by gov- ' 
ernments to 'make work' for the dis-
abled. In all the pious talk about the 
disabled, however, it is unlikely that 
those disabled in the . production of 
profit for employers will receive 
even such lip service from the state 
· in forcing meanincful r~-employ-
ment by accident employers ..
. Where /\re We Now? 
The sophistication with which this 

AndTew King is a Toronto lawyer, 
Nick McCombie is a community \ 

legal worker at Injured Workers' 
Consultants in Taranto . . 
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One Sky special supplements cover areas..s.uch as "Occupa
tional Health''., "Money chasing Money". (finance capital}, 
"We're Here, Negotiate" ·(farmworkers), and many other 
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. . . 
Each month treats an area In depth In a 20 page format for use 
as an educational resource. 
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